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At the center of all things, deep within the earth, rested the one that oversaw everything. As
it slumbered, simultaneously observing countless worlds to which it connected, it witnessed
the progress of the team of Gobots and their unseen companion. Unlike these visitors or their
dimensional cousins the Transformers, the overseer’s vision of time was not limited to a simple
line, advancing ever forward… its impossibly advanced processors arranged space and time
together as if on the platforms of a cosmic scale, keeping watch over a balance which was too
elaborate and delicate.
Although the extent of its vision had been severely limited by the instability of recent events in this
galaxy, it saw everything that had come before their journey: conflict, perseverance, adoration,
regret… as a neutral observer, it took no sides and held no allegiance in these events, but it saw
how their paths would convene. It saw the road that lay ahead for them to heroism, sacrifice, and
redemption.

“Hey, Cliffhanger…”
“That’s ‘Cliffjumper!’ And before you say another word, you’d better tell me who the slag you
are, and what you’re doing fighting outside my base. Have a falling out with your friend there?”
Cliffjumper, peering at the unknown team, had been adventured through quite a few universal
streams lately, but he was sure that he’d never seen a bipartisan team of Minibots roaming around
his own world. Although a couple of them did look slightly familiar, for some reason…
“Cliffjumper! Sorry, I’m bad with names. I don’t mean this in a functionist way, but you Autobots
all look like red cars to me, and it’s very confusing…”
“Treds, get to the point…!”
Treds was obviously still a little shaken by their sudden encounter, but Small Foot didn’t think the
Autobot before them was in the mood for chitchat.
“OK! Look, this guy’s no friend of ours. We came here to request help, and this… Stepper? –
attacked us out of nowhere. We acted in self-defense.”
Stepper, having fallen into stasis lock, neither confirmed nor denied.
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“‘Self-defense’, huh? Here for help? That’s exactly what a bunch of offworld
intruders would say. You a bunch of alien spies? You got a load of infectious
parasite worms hidden on you?”
Cliffjumper interrogated the team, narrowing his eyes with an increasingly
wary glare.
The past several months had seen a slew of crises abruptly dumped on
their doorstep, and he had a feeling it was going to be one of those days.
“Mr. Jumper, allow the Buggy Man to reassure you. We most certainly
are alien spies, and I am uniquely qualified to assist with the parasites you
require.”
An awkward moment of silence ensued.
“Buggy Man! You’re not helping!” chided Small Foot exasperatedly. “I’m sorry. He thinks he’s
funny, but he really isn’t. Honestly, we’re refugees. Our people are in real danger, and we need
to meet with your leader.”
The Autobot remained nonplussed.
“Oh, he’s funny. You? You’re knee-slappingly hilarious. I guess because you say you’re in trouble,
I should just welcome the lot of you into our base? You got any idea what’s happened around—“
It was just at this moment that another voice was heard, transmitted through Cliffjumper’s comlink.
“Come in, Cliffjumper. What’s the situation?”
“I’ve got a team of five suspicious characters in custody, with another one out cold.”
The response lacked any hint of surprise.
“Well done. Welcome our guests into the base. I’m going to need to see them immediately.”
“…Okay.”
Yes, it was indeed one of those days.
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The five travelers were guided through the gateway of Ironworks Base, down a long hallway
along which several Autobots busily tended to repairs. They seemed to have a diverse array of
body types and sizes, with some even more diminutive than they were. After a short walk, they
reached a heavy, reinforced door that seemed to be the core of the facility. Cliffjumper glanced
over at them, with a look showing distrust to these unannounced “guests,” regardless of what
business his leader had with them.
“Mr. Hawk is the commander of Ironworks. Mind your manners.”
With a few button presses, the door opened before them.
The room was white and brightly lit, a conference hall with seats and tables to accommodate two
dozen or more Transformers. However, sitting at the main table across from the door was just one
individual: a human.
“Welcome to our base. I’m the regional Autobot Commander, Metalhawk.”
The man who called himself an Autobot stood up, and bowed slightly in greeting. Even as he
leaned forward, he stood noticeably taller than the Gobots or Cliffjumper. None of them had seen
such a tall human before, but they held back their surprise so as not to offend their polite host.
“I must apologize for the danger you faced while approaching our base. The brigand that attacked
you has been placed in custody. As you can see from the repairs, it’s been a tumultuous period for
us, and there are those who would take advantage of the chaos.”
“Commander Metalhawk, I appreciate the warm welcome, but let me get right to the point,” said
Treds, skipping the pleasantries. “Three more of our team, including our commanding officers,
should have arrived ahead of us. We know they made it here, but we haven’t heard so much as a
blip since then. Maybe you could tell us something about that?”
Small Foot shot a tense look at Road Ranger. Were Path Finder and the others also in custody,
unwilling “guests” of the Autobots of this world? If this Metalhawk had an agenda, they were
ready to find out.
Metalhawk simply nodded, with a calm smile.
“Of course. Wheeljack, would you come in?”
Metalhawk spoke into a wrist-mounted communicator, and soon after the door on the opposite
side of the room opened. From it entered three familiar faces: Path Finder, Man-O-War, and Bad
Boy, followed by a white Transformer, presumably Wheeljack.
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“Path Finder! You’re safe!”
The faces of the awaiting Gobots lit up when they saw their comrades. Treds was mainly glad to
see Path Finder, and wouldn’t have missed Man-O-War or Bad Boy, but at least these Autobots
didn’t seem to have it in for them.
“And you, Small Foot. But you’ve been injured?”
Man-O-War peered down his nose at Treds.
“You’re looking a bit worse for wear. But not even one casualty? That’s quite an achievement,
under your ‘leadership.’ Don’t forget our little promise…”
Treds didn’t let himself get riled up by his superior.
“We ran into a little trouble while you were flying first class. I handled it.”
Bad Boy looked almost jealous.
“Aw, seriously? You Guardians keep tellin’ me to keep a low profile, then you go and have all the
fun.”
“The next psycho that comes after us is all yours, Bad Boy. But at least tell me, why didn’t you
let us know you arrived? We wondered what happened to you guys.”
“I’m afraid that was my request,” explained Metalhawk. “I asked for Path Finder to refrain from
sending out any transmissions that could attract undue attention to your arrival. As you’ve seen,
this area is hardly safe these days.”
“You worried about our safety? We appreciate it,” said Small Foot
graciously.
“Of course, Small Foot. We intend to do all that we can to aid in your
mission. But frankly, we do have an ulterior motive. You see… I believe
you have one of our friends with you, as well.”
The Gobots glanced at one-another with confusion.
“Would you like to introduce yourself?” asked Metalhawk.
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Suddenly, Small Foot felt the same warmth within her that she had experienced last night in her dream.
It grew, and a glow gradually illuminated the room, becoming bright enough that the Gobots raised
hands to their optics. When the glow faded, the team of five had become six: a small robot stood before
them, tinier even than they were, and yet emanating a tangible warmth and energy. Although robotic in
form, it did not appear metallic, as it was instead covered in a golden, slightly transparent material that
glistened and rippled fluidly with light.
“I’m glad to finally meet you, Solarbot. Soundwave had a great deal to say about you. It’s too bad
he’s offworld at the moment.”
“Hello, Metalhawk. It has been a long journey to meet you.”
As Solarbot responded, his voice echoed in the minds of the Gobots. He was not “speaking,” so
much as transmitting his voice directly to them.
“I recognize your voice from before,” said Small Foot. “Are we really… ‘hearing’ you?”
“The transmission that each of you are receiving is a means of communication unique to my
people. We do not communicate with sound or radio waves. Instead, we utilize a frequency of
light. So to be precise, you are not hearing, but rather seeing and feeling my voice.
Road Ranger marveled at the sensation.
“Communication by light! That’s a new one…”
“Because light travels much faster than sound, and does not dissipate in the blackness of space, I
am able to retain a connection with my brethren, even having traveled this vast distance. And so,
I am aware of their pain…”
Metalhawk seemed to understand Solarbot’s intentions.
“You came to us for help, to save your people, haven’t you? Soundwave told me that there was
someone you needed to find… Was it Path Finder’s team that you were searching for?”
“That is correct. Although Soundwave himself did not know of their mission, the data I obtained
through his communication network allowed me to pinpoint the Gobots’ presence on this world.
When I integrated with Small Foot, I confirmed the presence of the same entity that has drained
my world of its energy. Our quest is one and the same.”
Treds remembered the sudden reversal they had experienced in their battle with Stepper earlier
that day.
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“So that’s why… You helped us because you’re in the same jam as we are? Your world’s fading
away because of… whatever it is that’s doing this?”
“Essentially, yes. I cannot tell you why this impending cataclysm has affected the Solarbot colony
and you Gobots identically, but the fact that both of us found one another on this world is evidence
that we share a common quest.”
“Maybe I can offer an explanation that’s a little more in-depth,” said Wheeljack, who had until
now been watching the Gobots as they reunited. “Keep in mind that a lot of this is based on my
own theories, but the dimensional instability that your homeworlds have experienced all of a
sudden is likely to be a product of the disaster caused by that evil doppelganger of Ultra Magnus,
who erased most of our universe when he created a chain reaction from rarified energon. Let’s
say that your universes are like “satellites” of our own: if something disturbs the fabric of ours,
you’re going to be thrown way out of orbit. So with our universe being all but obliterated, you can
imagine that it’d have adverse effects on your worlds as well.”
The Gobots stared at Wheeljack for a moment, startled by the scale of his comparison, and yet
lacking even the faintest notion of how to resolve their predicament.
Path Finder spoke up first: “We know of the fuel you manufacture, but what’s this ‘rarified’
energon? It has some connection to what happened on your Earth?”
“Unfortunately, rarified energon can’t just be made... It’s an energy source that has existed on
the planet for a long time... Maybe as long as the world itself. But there’s a lot we don’t know
about it, except that its stability is essential to our universe. We only have a small amount stored
at Ironworks, and we’ve had to put up with attack after attack from those evil Autobots trying to
take it from us.”
Wheeljack looked sorry that he couldn’t offer more helpful information,
but Solarbot’s eyes glimmered.
“Indeed, Wheeljack. If as you say, the rarified energon of this Earth
acts as a hub balancing the Solarbot collective as well as Gobotron,
could you not use your Autobot technology to positively affect the stability of the
compound? As the energy can act as a conduit, an operation affecting rarified
Energon across this world should positively affect our worlds as well.”
“That’s... quite an idea,” said Wheeljack, visibly impressed.
“Influencing rarified energon across the globe should be possible...
in theory. But making it actually happen, that’s another story. It might be
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possible with controlled energon radiation, but to create a reaction on a worldwide... no, universal
level, we’d need an incredibly sophisticated supercomputer to monitor the process, and a very
large deposit of rarified energon. Even if our Cybertron were alive and well, it could take months
to prepare. As it is, I don’t know where we could find something like...”
“I think I do.”
It was Cliffjumper who interjected.

**Energy reserve: 26% Energy levels dangerously low. Recharge mode active. Recommendation:
Cease of all combat until full recharge is complete.**

Alone and defeated, Stepper sat in the Autobot cell.
What a truly terrifying thing it was to be alone. To have no one upon whom to depend, or to
rely... Stepper always preferred to work alongside his partner, but he supposed that he had created
Nebulon to give himself some sort of identity when he worked alone. Without his partner or his
brother Ricochet, with no other being to color his existence, he felt woefully transparent.
How fitting that, helpless alone, he would rely on others to enable his escape. What the Autobots
of this world had been unaware of when they so charitably chose to imprison Stepper rather than
destroy him on the spot was that the destruction of Nebulon set off an emergency beacon housed
within Stepper’s body, in order to allow his allies to home in on his location. That is, unless his
partner had already deemed him useless, as the Seekers and his other former Autobot teammates
had some time ago. He could muster up little hope either way, since being rescued would not save
him from the shame of failure. If only he--Suddenly, the cell rumbled around him. An explosion? Was he being freed already? No, it had
been just hours since his imprisonment. The rumble built into a sustained roar of noise. It sounded
like an earthquake, but his sophisticated audio processing systems ruled that out as well.
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The volume remained consistent, and yet the sound seemed to be fading somehow. As he glanced
around his surroundings, he understood why: the vision of the cell around him was growing faint
and fading away.
“Guards! What...?! Help me!”
He had wished that he could somehow become transparent, but when it was the world around him
that faded away instead, the result was unexpectedly terrifying. as all vision and sound grew faint,
he closed his eyes and prepared himself to be alone in the void.
Then, there were sounds. The familiar sounds of a mechanical world. Had he somehow been
transported home?
He opened his eyes and confirmed that he was no longer in Ironworks Base, nor even on Earth.
His vision was met with the cityscape of a world unlike any he had seen before.

Metalhawk wore a concerned expression at Cliffjumper’s suggestion.
“Travelling across the planet may sound easy enough, but the galactic instability has made space
bridge technology too unpredictable. Travelling by ground and low-altitude flight would attract
the least attention from Decepticons or evil Autobots but...”
“We’d be too slow getting there.”
Bad Boy was aggressive, but not a dunce: he understood the logistic problem.
“By which I mean, these landcrawling Guardians’d be too slow. I could make it there pretty quick
if I take to the skies. But I can’t exactly fix the planet by myself, right?”
“Honestly, who knows just what it’ll take... Well, our theoretician, Skids, might be able to give
you a better idea. Anyway, I think it’s better if you all try to make it there together. That, and none
of you are flying off to another continent in the shape you’re in. You’d better get that damage
looked at first.”
“He’s right about that... We’ve taken a lot more damage than our autorecovery systems can handle,
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and my hdzurk... ah, my manipulator won’t be any good for healing in this shape,”
said Rest-Q.
“If you could allow us to make use of your medical facilities, we
would owe you a great debt, Metalhawk. But sadly, we can’t enjoy your
hospitality for long, nor is ground travel an option for us at this
point. Is there a way to get us to the site by aerial transport?”
“Of course, our medbay is at your full disposal. In terms of air travel,
if we used a covert transport shuttle, we could have the craft ready by
tomorrow morning and get you there in just a few hours. We make use of
them for surveillance and delicate operations, when we want to slip by
undetected. The downside is that they’re designed to move a few stealth
operatives at a time: Micromasters, Minibots... They’ll fit you just fine...
but only five of you.”
“Five?!” Man-O-War questioned incredulously. “I think you may have miscounted, Metalhawk.
There are eight of us on this mission. Nine counting that... Solarbot. Are saying we are to divide
our team once again?”
“I’m sure it’s not an easy decision, but if you need a larger ship, it’ll take us a full day to ready,
and you’ll be a larger target in transit. The Micromaster transport is the option that would be
surest to get you there fast, but it can only seat 6, with a trained pilot occupying one of the spots. If
Gobots are capable of sustained mass conversion, then perhaps you could all fit, but otherwise...”
“I do not require a seat, as my Solarbot body can be converted to high-density light and carried by
Small Foot or another member. If we choose to travel by stealth, then five spaces remain.”
“That seems to be the only feasible option for us,” said Path Finder, after a moment of contemplation.
“Three of us will need to remain at the base, at least until the shuttle can return for a second trip?”
“We can make that happen. With time for refueling, the rest of your team would arrive the following
morning. By all means, take some time as you recharge to decide which of your teammates should
accompany you on the initial journey. Oh, and Wheeljack has something that might be of a little
help.”
Wheeljack extended a small device to Path Finder. It somewhat resembled an Earth radio, with an
antenna and a mouthpiece.
“This is a prototype of mine I’d been tinkering with. I call it... the transdimensional communicator.
I promise it won’t explode.”
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Curious, Path Finder received the device.
“Transdimensional? Will this let us make contact with the level of our homeworld?”
“With any luck, it should. After we made contact with the Shattered Glass universe, I thought
that a portable communicator that could function between universes would come in handy. Once
it locks on to a particular set of dimensional coordinates, it can transmit clearly well outside our
own universe, or act like a radio antenna to receive signals.”
“Thank you, Wheeljack. Hopefully we can use it to find out what the current status is on Gobotron.”
Metalhawk gestured to a door off of the meeting room.
“Wheeljack can show you to the medbay, and help you to set up the communicator. Meanwhile,
I’ll let Skyklik know that he’ll be flying you out tomorrow. You all should try to get some rest for
now. You’ve still got a journey ahead of you.”

Three hours later, Pathfinder lay alone in her medbay booth, considering the mission that awaited them.
If all went smoothly, their team would be reunited shortly, but given how things had gone thus far, that
wasn’t an easy assumption to make. She wished she had Small Foot’s optimism...
The communicator sat on the shelf to her right. It remained in standby mode, her attempts to key in
coordinates met only with static.
Five members... As the team leader, naturally she would board the first shuttle. As for the other four...
As if responding to the query, a burst of static noise echoed from the communicator. And as Path Finder
turned to it, a faint voice could be heard, as if being transmitted from some extremely distant plane of reality...
“Path Finder... You must bring...”
To be continued...
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